
	

Exercise	3	–	Part	2	
Business	Change:	the	payment	will	not	be	done	immediately	

All	the	models	are	attached	in	the	appendix:	

- Public,	private	und	choreography	model	for	the	scenarios	of	the	assembler	
- Public	models	after	the	adjustment	by	the	assembler	(only	the	public	model	for	the	assembler	is	

complete,	not	for	the	others)		

	

Scenarios:	
Case	1:	

- The	actual	payment	process	is	removed	from	the	model.	
- Now	the	payment	will	be	done	in	parallel	to	the	process	of	delivery	and	the	assembling.	

	

- Now	 the	 manufacturing	 start	 earlier	 because	 the	 payment	 will	 be	 done	 in	 parallel.	 So	 the	
manufacturer	gets	his	money	at	the	same	time	as	before,	but	he	has	to	deliver	his	CPU’s	earlier.	It	
would	be	possible	that	the	manufacturer	adapts	this	payment	process	to	the	supplier,	too.	

- Because	of	the	payment	is	done	in	parallel	the	time	period	lowers	by	1	hour.	Cause	of	the	reliability	
of	100%	of	the	payment,	there’s	not	much	impact	on	this	dimension.	

	

	

Public	Model	–	Calculation	Result:	

Time:	37,5h	

Costs:	1160,6€	

Reliability:	94,02%	

	

	

	

Change Scenarios



	

Private	Model	–	Calculation	Result:	

Time:	64,8h	

Costs:	2516,6€	

Reliability:	88,25%	

	

Case	2:	

- The	actual	payment	process	is	removed	from	the	model.	
- The	payments	will	be	done	per	batch.	For	each	batch,	there	is	a	parallel	payment	process.	

	

- This	model	is	negative	for	the	manufacturer,	because	he	gets	his	money	per	batch,	so	he	has	to	
wait	longer	for	all	the	money.	He	also	has	to	adapt	this	process	for	the	supplier,	otherwise	he	has	
to	pay	all	the	money	for	the	supplier	in	advance.	

- In	this	case	the	time	reduces,	because	of	the	parallelism	per	batch,	but	the	costs	increase	a	lot,	
because	the	payment	process	is	done	2	times	more.	(in	this	case:	3	batches)	

	

	

Public	Model	–	Calculation	Result:	

Time:	35,5h	

Costs:	1350,6€	

Reliability:	94,02%	

	



	

Private	Model	–	Calculation	Result:	

Time:	62,8h	

Costs:	2706,6€	

Reliability:	88,25%	

	

Case	3:		

- The	actual	payment	process	is	removed	from	the	model.	
- The	payments	will	be	done	after	assembling	the	PCs.	

	

- In	this	case	the	assembler	pays	after	all	the	batches	are	received	and	all	the	PCs	were	assembled.	
The	manufacturer	 has	 also	 do	 adapt	 this	 process	 to	 the	 supplier,	 otherwise	he	has	 to	 pay	 the	
supplier	in	advance.	

- Because	the	payment	is	done	in	the	same	way	like	bevor	the	first	batch,	there	is	no	impact	on	the	
numbers	for	the	assembler.	

	

	

Public	Model	–	Calculation	Result:	

Time:	38,5h	

Costs:	1160,6€	

Reliability:	94,02%	

	



	

Private	Model	–	Calculation	Result:	

Time:	65,8h	

Costs:	2516,6€	

Reliability:	88,25%	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	



Reactions	to	the	changes	of	my	partners:	
Supplier	1:	

- The	recycling	of	unused	CPUs	is	not	offered	any	more	
- As	a	result,	the	task	is	removed	and	there	will	be	no	professional	recycling	any	more	
- In	this	scenario	the	costs	are	reduced	by	15	euros,	but	the	impacts	on	the	other	dimensions	are	

minimal	

	

	

Public	Model	–	Calculation	Result:	

Time:	37,9h	

Costs:	1145,9€	

Reliability:	94,11%	

	

	

Private	Model	–	Calculation	Result:	

Time:	65,2h	

Costs:	2502,0€	

Reliability:	88,34%	

	

Supplier	2:	There	is	no	direct	impact	for	the	assembler.	

	

Supplier	3:	Due	to	the	survey	the	time	for	the	process	increases	by	3	hours.	The	costs	increase	by	60	
euros	and	the	reliability	is	lowered	by	2	percent.	



	

	

Public	Model	–	Calculation	Result:	

Time:	41,5h	

Costs:	1221,2€	

Reliability:	92,15%	

	

	

Private	Model	–	Calculation	Result:	

Time:	68,8h	

Costs:	2577,2€	

Reliability:	86,49%	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	



Manufacturer	1:	

- Adding	replacement	of	defect	CPUs	after	the	loop	
- As	a	result,	the	time	and	costs	increase	a	little	and	the	realibiltiy	decrease	a	little	

	

	

Public	Model	–	Calculation	Result:	

Time:	39,1h	

Costs:	1178,5€	

Reliability:	93,55%	

	

	

Private	Model	–	Calculation	Result:	

Time:	66,4h	

Costs:	2534,5€	

Reliability:	87,81%	

	

Manufacturer	2:	

- For	me	there	are	only	the	same	changes	like	in	scenario	1.	

	

	

	

	



Manufacturer	3:	

- Adding	of	the	replacement	and	removing	of	the	recycling	quite	neutralize	the	impacts	on	the	
dimensions.	

	

	

Public	Model	–	Calculation	Result:	

Time:	38,5h	

Costs:	1163,8€	

Reliability:	93,64%	

	

	
Private	Model	–	Calculation	Result:	

Time:	65,8h	

Costs:	2519,9€	

Reliability:	87,90%	
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order for materials

P(
no

)=
0.

85



Change Scenario2

Change Scenario2



Assembler_Public_Team3_3
As

se
m

bl
er

Assembler Assembler

Is manufacturer able to fullfill order with the materials on stock?

receive
confirmation

receive
confirmation of
the order with

updated delivery
dates

receive payment
details

information

send inquiry
about payment

details

receive money
receipt

confirmation
do money
transfer

notification of
the next just-in-
time CPU batch

shipment

receive shipment
of the next CPU

batch

order required
products

Was recycling of unused components
requested by assembler?

recycling of
unused CPUs

order completed

send
confirmation of

the updated
delivery dates

send
confirmation of

batch receipt Was this the last batch
of the order?

For probabilities, see the text.

M
an

uf
ac

tu
re

r

Manufacturer Manufacturer

Is there enough materials on stock to cover this order?

Confirming order
to assembler

Clarification with
supplier of a

feasible
projection dates

for materials
needed

order received

Placing order for
materials with

supplier

Clarifying
payment details

with supplier
Making payment

to supplier

Confirming order
with updated
delivery dates

with assembler

Clarifying
payment details
with assembler

Making payment
to assembler

Is there enough material on stock to produce one batch?

Coordinating
just-in-time

delivery of the
next material

batch with
supplier

Receiving and
checking delivery

of the material
batch

Were there any defect parts
in the shipment?

Replacement of
defect parts

Coordination of
the next just-in-
time CPU batch

shipment

Shipment of the
next CPU batch

Order completedWas recycling of unused components
requested by assembler?

Recycling of
unused CPUs

Recycling of
unused

materials

Was this the last batch
of the order?

For probabilities, see the text.

su
pp

lie
r

supplier supplier

receive inqury
about feasible

projected
completion date

sends confirmation
of feasible
projected

completion date
receive order

send
confirmation of

order

receive inquery
of payment

details
send payment

details get payment
send

confirmation of
payment

receive that
next batch is

needed

send
confirmation of

sending the
next batch

send next batch
of materials

receive
confirmation of

batch receipt

receive defect
parts send new parts reiceve parts for

recycling

are there defect
parts?

are there parts
for recycling?

order received

Was it the last batch of the order?

The probabilities
for this
gateway are
defined by
the following rule:

If an order has n
batches,
then for the first
n-1 batches
p(up)=100% and
p(right)=0%

For the last batch
the
probabilities are:
p(up)=0% and
p(right)=100%

payment details
information money receipt confirmation

send notification that the next CPU batch
is ready and shipment date

payment details
information

unused CPUs

information about updated dates

order with required amount
and type of products

and required delivery date

money transfer

inquery of
payment details

p(yes)=0.05 p(yes)=0.10

p(no)=0.90

P(
ye

s)
=0

.1
5

confirmation
of batch receipt

P(
ye

s)
=0

.1
0

P(no)=0.90

p(
no

)=
0.

95

p(Yes)=0.15

p(
N

o)
=0

.8
5

p(N
o)=0.82

p(Yes)=0.18

p(
N

o)
=0

.9
5

p(Yes)=0.05

p(
Ye

s)
=0

.1
0

p(N
o)=0.90

Yes

order confirmation

confirmation of the updated dates

money transfer

notification that
next batch is

needed

N
o

inquery about specific projetion
date and material availability

confirmation
of the order

paymanet
details information

money receipt
confirmation

replacement of defect parts

confirmation of feasebility of
projected dates and material

availability

notification when the next
material batch will be

delivered

next batch
of materials

unused materials

confirmation of
batch receipt

defect parts

p(left)

p(right)

order for materials

P(
no

)=
0.

85

CPU batch



Change Scenario3

Change Scenario3



Public_Model_Manufacturer_Scenario1
As

se
m

bl
er

Assembler Assembler

Is manufacturer able to fullfill order with the materials on stock?

receive
confirmation

receive
confirmation of
the order with

updated delivery
dates

receive payment
details

information

send inquiry
about payment

details

receive money
receipt

confirmation
do money
transfer

notification of
the next just-in-
time CPU batch

shipment

receive shipment
of the next CPU

batch

order required
products

Was recycling of unused components
requested by assembler?

recycling of
unused CPUs

order completed

send
confirmation of

the updated
delivery dates

send
confirmation of

batch receipt Was this the last batch
of the order?

For probabilities, see the text.

replacement of defects necessary

Replacement of
defect CPUs

M
an

uf
ac

tu
re

r

Manufacturer Manufacturer

Is there enough materials on stock to cover this order?

Confirming order
to assembler

Clarification with
supplier of a

feasible
projection dates

for materials
needed

order received

Placing order for
materials with

supplier

Clarifying
payment details

with supplier
Making payment

to supplier

Confirming order
with updated
delivery dates

with assembler

Clarifying
payment details
with assembler

Making payment
to assembler

Is there enough material on stock to produce one batch?

Coordinating
just-in-time

delivery of the
next material

batch with
supplier

Receiving and
checking delivery

of the material
batch

Coordination of
the next just-in-
time CPU batch

shipment

Shipment of the
next CPU batch

Order completedWas recycling of unused components
requested by assembler?

Recycling of
unused CPUs

Recycling of
unused

materials

Was this the last batch
of the order?

For probabilities, see the text.

Are there any defect CPUs
identified by assembler?

Replacement of
defect CPUs

su
pp

lie
r

supplier supplier

receive inqury
about feasible

projected
completion date

sends confirmation
of feasible
projected

completion date
receive order

send
confirmation of

order

receive inquery
of payment

details
send payment

details get payment
send

confirmation of
payment

receive that
next batch is

needed

send
confirmation of

sending the
next batch

send next batch
of materials

receive
confirmation of

batch receipt

receive defect
parts send new parts reiceve parts for

recycling

are there defect
parts?

are there parts
for recycling?

order received

Was it the last batch of the order?

The probabilities
for this
gateway are
defined by
the following rule:

If an order has n
batches,
then for the first
n-1 batches
p(up)=100% and
p(right)=0%

For the last batch
the
probabilities are:
p(up)=0% and
p(right)=100%

payment details
information

money receipt confirmation

send notification that the next CPU batch
is ready and shipment date

CPU batch

payment details
information

unused CPUs

information about updated dates

order with required amount
and type of products

and required delivery date

money transfer

inquery of
payment details

p(yes)=0.05 p(yes)=0.10

p(no)=0.90

P(
ye

s)
=0

.1
5

confirmation
of batch receipt

P(
ye

s)
=0

.1
0

P(no)=0.90

p(
no

)=
0.

95

p(Yes)=0.15

p(
N

o)
=0

.8
5

p(N
o)=0.82

p(Yes)=0.18

p(
Ye

s)
=0

.1
0

p(
N

o)
=0

.9
0

order confirmation

confirmation of the updated dates

money transfer

notification that
next batch is

needed

N
o

inquery about specific projetion
date and material availability

confirmation
of the order

paymanet
details information

money receipt
confirmation

defect CPUs

confirmation of feasebility of
projected dates and material

availability

notification when the next
material batch will be

delivered

next batch
of materials

unused materials

confirmation of
batch receipt

p(left)

p(
rig

ht
)

order for materials

P(
no

)=
0.

85

p(
Ye

s)
=0

.1
0

p(N
o)=0.90

P(
ye

s)
=0

.1

P(no)=0.9

replacements of defect CPUs



Public_Model_Manufacturer_Scenario2
As

se
m

bl
er

Assembler Assembler

Is manufacturer able to fullfill order with the materials on stock?

receive
confirmation

receive
confirmation of
the order with

updated delivery
dates

receive payment
details

information

send inquiry
about payment

details

receive money
receipt

confirmation
do money
transfer

notification of
the next just-in-
time CPU batch

shipment

receive shipment
of the next CPU

batch

order required
products

Was recycling of unused components
requested by assembler?

recycling of
unused CPUs

order completed

send
confirmation of

the updated
delivery dates

send
confirmation of

batch receipt

Was this the last batch
of the order?

For probabilities, see the text.

replacement of defects necessary

Replacement of
defect CPUs

M
an

uf
ac

tu
re

r

Manufacturer Manufacturer Manufacturer

Is there enough materials on stock to cover this order?

Confirming order
to assembler

Clarification with
supplier of a

feasible
projection dates

for materials
needed

order received

Placing order for
materials with

supplier

Clarifying
payment details

with supplier
Making payment

to supplier

Confirming order
with updated
delivery dates

with assembler

Clarifying
payment details
with assembler

Making payment
to assembler

Is there enough material on stock to produce one batch?

Coordinating
just-in-time

delivery of the
next material

batch with
supplier

Receiving and
checking delivery

of the material
batch

Coordination of
the next just-in-
time CPU batch

shipment

Shipment of the
next CPU batch

Order completedWas recycling of unused components
requested by assembler?

Recycling of
unused CPUs

Recycling of
unused

materials

Was this the last batch
of the order?

For probabilities, see the text.

Are there any defect materials
delivered by supplier?

Replacement of
defect materials

Are there any defect CPUs
identified by assembler?

Replacement of
defect CPUs

su
pp

lie
r

supplier supplier

receive inqury
about feasible

projected
completion date

sends confirmation
of feasible
projected

completion date
receive order

send
confirmation of

order

receive inquery
of payment

details
send payment

details get payment
send

confirmation of
payment

receive that
next batch is

needed

send
confirmation of

sending the
next batch

send next batch
of materials

receive
confirmation of

batch receipt

receive defect
parts send new parts reiceve parts for

recycling

are there defect
parts?

are there parts
for recycling?

order received

Was it the last batch of the order?

The probabilities
for this
gateway are
defined by
the following rule:

If an order has n
batches,
then for the first
n-1 batches
p(up)=100% and
p(right)=0%

For the last batch
the
probabilities are:
p(up)=0% and
p(right)=100%

payment details
information

money receipt confirmation

send notification that the next CPU batch
is ready and shipment date

CPU batch

payment details
information unused CPUs

information about updated dates

order with required amount
and type of products

and required delivery date

money transfer

inquery of
payment details

p(yes)=0.05 p(yes)=0.10

p(no)=0.90

P(
ye

s)
=0

.1
5

confirmation
of batch receipt

P(
ye

s)
=0

.1
0

P(no)=0.90

p(
no

)=
0.

95

p(Yes)=0.15

p(
N

o)
=0

.8
5

p(N
o)=0.82

p(Yes)=0.18

p(
Ye

s)
=0

.1
0

p(
N

o)
=0

.9
0

order confirmation

confirmation of the updated dates

money transfer

notification that
next batch is

needed

N
o

inquery about specific projetion
date and material availability

confirmation
of the order

paymanet
details information

money receipt
confirmation

defect CPUs

confirmation of feasebility of
projected dates and material

availability

notification when the next
material batch will be

delivered

next batch
of materials

unused materials

confirmation of
batch receipt

replacements of defect CPUs

p(left)

p(
rig

ht
)

order for materials

P(
no

)=
0.

85

p(
Ye

s)
=0

.1
0

p(N
o)=0.90

p(
Ye

s)
=0

.1
0

p(N
o)=0.90

replacements of defect CPUs

replacement for defect parts

P(
ye

s)
=0

.1

P(no)=0.9



Public_Model_Manufacturer_Scenario3
As

se
m

bl
er

Assembler Assembler

Is manufacturer able to fullfill order with the materials on stock?

receive
confirmation

receive
confirmation of
the order with

updated delivery
dates

receive payment
details

information

send inquiry
about payment

details

receive money
receipt

confirmation
do money
transfer

notification of
the next just-in-
time CPU batch

shipment

receive shipment
of the next CPU

batch

order required
products

order completed

send
confirmation of

the updated
delivery dates

send
confirmation of

batch receipt Was this the last batch
of the order?

For probabilities, see the text.

replacement of defects necessary

Replacement of
defect CPUs

M
an

uf
ac

tu
re

r

Manufacturer Manufacturer Manufacturer

Is there enough materials on stock to cover this order?

Confirming order
to assembler

Clarification with
supplier of a

feasible
projection dates

for materials
needed

order received

Placing order for
materials with

supplier

Clarifying
payment details

with supplier
Making payment

to supplier

Confirming order
with updated
delivery dates

with assembler

Clarifying
payment details
with assembler

Making payment
to assembler

Is there enough material on stock to produce one batch?

Coordinating
just-in-time

delivery of the
next material

batch with
supplier

Receiving and
checking delivery

of the material
batch

Coordination of
the next just-in-
time CPU batch

shipment

Shipment of the
next CPU batch

Order completed
Was this the last batch

of the order?

For probabilities, see the text.

Are there any defect materials
delivered by supplier?

Replacement of
defect materials

Are there any defect CPUs
identified by assembler?

Replacement of
defect CPUs

su
pp

lie
r

supplier supplier

receive inqury
about feasible

projected
completion date

sends confirmation
of feasible
projected

completion date
receive order

send
confirmation of

order

receive inquery
of payment

details
send payment

details get payment
send

confirmation of
payment

receive that
next batch is

needed

send
confirmation of

sending the
next batch

send next batch
of materials

receive
confirmation of

batch receipt

receive defect
parts send new parts reiceve parts for

recycling

are there defect
parts?

are there parts
for recycling?

order received

Was it the last batch of the order?

The probabilities
for this
gateway are
defined by
the following rule:

If an order has n
batches,
then for the first
n-1 batches
p(up)=100% and
p(right)=0%

For the last batch
the
probabilities are:
p(up)=0% and
p(right)=100%

payment details
information

money receipt confirmation

send notification that the next CPU batch
is ready and shipment date

CPU batch

payment details
information

information about updated dates

order with required amount
and type of products

and required delivery date

money transfer

inquery of
payment details

p(yes)=0.05 p(yes)=0.10

p(no)=0.90

P(
ye

s)
=0

.1
5

confirmation
of batch receipt

p(
no

)=
0.

95

p(Yes)=0.15

p(
N

o)
=0

.8
5

p(N
o)=0.82

p(Yes)=0.18

order confirmation

confirmation of the updated dates

money transfer

notification that
next batch is

needed

N
o

inquery about specific projetion
date and material availability

confirmation
of the order

paymanet
details information

money receipt
confirmation

defect CPUs

confirmation of feasebility of
projected dates and material

availability

notification when the next
material batch will be

delivered

next batch
of materials

confirmation of
batch receipt

p(left)

p(
rig

ht
)

order for materials

P(
no

)=
0.

85

p(
Ye

s)
=0

.1
0

p(N
o)=0.90

p(
Ye

s)
=0

.1
0

p(N
o)=0.90

replacements of defect CPUs

replacement for defect parts

P(
ye

s)
=0

.1

P(no)=0.9

replacements of defect CPUs



Public_Model_Supplier_Scenario1
As

se
m

bl
er

Assembler Assembler

Is manufacturer able to fullfill order with the materials on stock?

receive
confirmation

receive
confirmation of
the order with

updated delivery
dates

receive payment
details

information

send inquiry
about payment

details

receive money
receipt

confirmation
do money
transfer

notification of
the next just-in-
time CPU batch

shipment

receive shipment
of the next CPU

batch

order required
products

order completed

send
confirmation of

the updated
delivery dates

send
confirmation of

batch receipt Was this the last batch
of the order?

For probabilities, see the text.

M
an

uf
ac

tu
re

r

Manufacturer Manufacturer

Is there enough materials on stock to cover this order?

Confirming order
to assembler

Clarification with
supplier of a

feasible
projection dates

for materials
needed

order received

Placing order for
materials with

supplier

Clarifying
payment details

with supplier
Making payment

to supplier

Confirming order
with updated
delivery dates

with assembler

Clarifying
payment details
with assembler

Making payment
to assembler

Is there enough material on stock to produce one batch?

Coordinating
just-in-time

delivery of the
next material

batch with
supplier

Receiving and
checking delivery

of the material
batch

Were there any defect parts
in the shipment?

Replacement of
defect parts

Coordination of
the next just-in-
time CPU batch

shipment

Shipment of the
next CPU batch

Order completed
Was this the last batch

of the order?

For probabilities, see the text.

su
pp

lie
r

supplier supplier

receive inqury
about feasible

projected
completion date

sends confirmation
of feasible
projected

completion date
receive order

send
confirmation of

order

receive inquery
of payment

details
send payment

details get payment
send

confirmation of
payment

receive that
next batch is

needed

send
confirmation of

sending the
next batch

send next batch
of materials

receive
confirmation of

batch receipt

receive defect
parts send new parts

are there defect
parts?

order received

Was it the last batch of the order?

The probabilities
for this
gateway are
defined by
the following rule:

If an order has n
batches,
then for the first
n-1 batches
p(up)=100% and
p(right)=0%

For the last batch
the
probabilities are:
p(up)=0% and
p(right)=100%

payment details
information

money receipt confirmation

send notification that the next CPU batch
is ready and shipment date

CPU batch

payment details
information

information about updated dates
order with required amount

and type of products
and required delivery date

money transfer

inquery of
payment details

p(yes)=0.05

P(
ye

s)
=0

.1
5

confirmation
of batch receipt

p(
no

)=
0.

95

p(Yes)=0.15

p(
N

o)
=0

.8
5

p(N
o)=0.82

p(Yes)=0.18

p(
N

o)
=0

.9
5

p(Yes)=0.05

Yes

order confirmation

confirmation of the updated dates

money transfer

notification that
next batch is

needed

N
o

inquery about specific projetion
date and material availability

confirmation
of the order

paymanet
details information

money receipt
confirmation

replacement of defect parts

confirmation of feasebility of
projected dates and material

availability

notification when the next
material batch will be

delivered

next batch
of materials

confirmation of
batch receipt

defect parts

p(left)

order for materials

P(
no

)=
0.

85

p(
rig

ht
)



Public_Model_Supplier_Scenario2
As

se
m

bl
er

Assembler Assembler

Is manufacturer able to fullfill order with the materials on stock?

receive
confirmation

receive
confirmation of
the order with

updated delivery
dates

receive payment
details

information

send inquiry
about payment

details

receive money
receipt

confirmation
do money
transfer

notification of
the next just-in-
time CPU batch

shipment

receive shipment
of the next CPU

batch

order required
products

Was recycling of unused components
requested by assembler?

recycling of
unused CPUs

order completed

send
confirmation of

the updated
delivery dates

send
confirmation of

batch receipt Was this the last batch
of the order?

For probabilities, see the text.

M
an

uf
ac

tu
re

r

Manufacturer Manufacturer Manufacturer

Is there enough materials on stock to cover this order?

Confirming order
to assembler

Clarification with
supplier of a

feasible
projection dates

for materials
needed

order received

Placing order for
materials with

supplier

Clarifying
payment details

with supplier
Making payment

to supplier

Confirming order
with updated
delivery dates

with assembler

Clarifying
payment details
with assembler

Making payment
to assembler

Is there enough material on stock to produce one batch?

Coordinating
just-in-time

delivery of the
next material

batch with
supplier

Receiving and
checking delivery

of the material
batch

Were there any defect parts
in the shipment?

Receiving
replaced parts

Coordination of
the next just-in-
time CPU batch

shipment

Shipment of the
next CPU batch

Order completedWas recycling of unused components
requested by assembler?

Recycling of
unused CPUs

Recycling of
unused

materials

Was this the last batch
of the order?

For probabilities, see the text.

Receiving
repaired parts

Sending defect
parts to supplier

su
pp

lie
r

supplier supplier

receive inqury
about feasible

projected
completion date

sends confirmation
of feasible
projected

completion date
receive order

send
confirmation of

order

receive inquery
of payment

details
send payment

details get payment
send

confirmation of
payment

receive that
next batch is

needed

send
confirmation of

sending the
next batch

send next batch
of materials

receive
confirmation of

batch receipt

receive defect
parts

send new parts

reiceve parts for
recycling

are there defect
parts?

are there parts
for recycling?

order received

Was it the last batch of the order?

send repaired
parts

The probabilities
for this
gateway are
defined by
the following rule:

If an order has n
batches,
then for the first
n-1 batches
p(up)=100% and
p(right)=0%

For the last batch
the
probabilities are:
p(up)=0% and
p(right)=100%

this branch needs
5 hoir more to be
completed than
the old one -->
therefore the
whole process will
need 5 hours
more to complete

the
manaufacturer
maybe needs a
new task for
receiving this
delivery, maybe
also the
assembler

In this parallel
gateway the
parts are
grouped the one
which are
expensive and
can be repaired
are sent to our
work shop. The
others will be
sent to recycling
and new parts as
replacement
should be
gathered.

payment details
information

money receipt confirmation

send notification that the next CPU batch
is ready and shipment date

payment details
information

information about updated dates

order with required amount
and type of products

and required delivery date

money transfer

inquery of
payment details

p(yes)=0.05

p(no)=0.90

P(
ye

s)
=0

.1
5

P(
ye

s)
=0

.1
0

P(no)=0.90

p(
no

)=
0.

95

p(Yes)=0.15

p(
N

o)
=0

.8
5

p(N
o)=0.82

p(Yes)=0.18

p(
N

o)
=0

.9
5

p(Yes)=0.05

p(
Ye

s)
=0

.1
0

p(N
o)=0.90

Yes

order confirmation

confirmation of the updated dates

money transfer

notification that
next batch is

needed

N
o

inquery about specific projetion
date and material availability

confirmation
of the order

paymanet
details information

money receipt
confirmation

replacement of defect parts

confirmation of feasebility of
projected dates and material

availability

notification when the next
material batch will be

delivered

next batch
of materials

unused materials

defect parts

p(left)

p(
rig

ht
)

order for materials

P(
no

)=
0.

85

p(yes)=0.10

pa
rt

s 
ca

n 
be

re
pa

ie
rd

 A
N

D
 v

al
ue

is
 h

ig
h 

en
ou

gh

parts can't be
repaired O

R value
is not high enough

unused CPUs

confirmation
of batch receipt

confirmation of
batch receipt

repaired defect parts

CPU batch



Public_Model_Supplier_Scenario3
As

se
m

bl
er

Assembler Assembler Assembler

Is manufacturer able to fullfill order with the materials on stock?

receive
confirmation

receive
confirmation of
the order with

updated delivery
dates

receive payment
details

information

send inquiry
about payment

details

receive money
receipt

confirmation
do money
transfer

notification of
the next just-in-
time CPU batch

shipment

receive shipment
of the next CPU

batch

order required
products

Was recycling of unused components
requested by assembler?

recycling of
unused CPUs

order completed

send
confirmation of
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